Truck Advisor logistics mobile solution
Logistics Business Case
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Truck Advisor Topics

✔ Innovative **Cloud Solution**

✔ Seamless **integration** into **hybride Systemlandscapes**

✔ **Sprint realisation** only a few weeks upto the first Live-Test

✔ Lowest investment, prefers „**Pay as you use Model“**

✔ **Highest safety standards** (access, data protection, interfaces)

✔ clearly calculated costs (**SaaS**) 

✔ **Simple UI** for Users

✔ Availability on **Android / Apple IOS**
Truck Advisor SAP HANA Cloud Platform

- Fully integrated Backend System
- APP for Apple IOS and Android
- On-/Offline-Operation during Network interruption
- Multi Lingual
- Push Notification to driver
- Easy to use Status-News from the Truck
- Update Arrival - Situation tracking for re-disposition
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